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When the summer is hot and time is ripe for you to make a splash in the beach, there is one
important accessory that you need to carry â€“ beach towel. Reading your favorite book with something
to munch under an umbrella and all this while lying on a beach towel, nothing can be beat this
refreshing feeling that helps in recharging your mind. The type of beach towel you wear tells a lot
about the kind of person you are. The one wearing the brightest color to attract attention and to be
spotted in the huge crowd, clearly are the party animals or ready to mingle types; those having a
cartoon character or graphics on the towel and just being your goofy self, are those with carefree
attitude to life; then there are also those with plain color and simple patterns that clearly suggest
they are happy to be alone. The color, the patterns, texture all contributes in deciding your persona
and character. You can also find those with customized beach towels with their names and photos.

beach towels  are usually the largest in size in the family of towels. The chief uses of a beach towel
are â€“ to clean you up the sand of your body, dry up after your swim, to wrap it up and use as a pillow
and take a nap and to lie on and rest. Once summer sets in and winter steps in, then you wonâ€™twill
not need them anymore but still it has plentiful usages like you can make rags out of it, use it as a
mop, make beach bags out of them, they are also useful in kitchen. If you have more than one
beach towels, than you can take two or three of them, cut out the damage parts and stitch them
together to get a brand new towel.
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For more information on a beach towel, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a beach towels!
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